Mechanism Analysis on Hydraulic Fracture Initiation under the Influence of Induced Stress in Shale Gas
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Abstract

To study the fracture network propagation mechanism in shale gas reservoirs and determine the influence of induced stress from the growth of multiple fractures, this paper describes the crack initiation pattern in a shale reservoir based on a core laboratory experiment and volume fracturing concept. In accordance with linear elastic fracture mechanics and based on the mathematical model of induced stress field with single fracture as reference, the rock surrounding stress equation of multiple fractures in a horizontal well was deduced. Prediction models of fracture pressure under different initiation patterns were established. Induced stress correction factor was proposed to simplify and correct the prediction models. Results demonstrate that the mechanical parameters of rock directly affect the fracture initiation pattern in shale reservoirs. Tensile failure on the bedding surface primarily occurs, along with shear slippage damage for brittle rocks, whereas shear was mainly observed in plastic rocks. The morphology and distribution of fractures are closely related to induced stress field. Simulation results show that induced stress is positively correlated with fracture height and negatively correlated with fracture interval. Dimensionless fracture interval between one to two is the “gold window” to create a fracture network in fracturing design. Minimum induced stress occurs at 30° and 150° with the minimum horizontal stress direction. The study significantly contributes in the research of crack initiation law and optimization of fracture design.
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1. Introduction

Shale gas exploration in China is rapidly developing, and multi-stage fracturing technology revolutionized this field [1]. However, studies on shale gas reservoirs indicate that subsurface conditions are complex in new blocks. The substantial depth, complex geological background, evident variance of rock constituents, characteristics of the mechanical parameters of rock, and crustal stress in different zones cause difficulties in fracturing design and field operation [2], [3]. Research on how a rock constitutive model affects the mechanism of fracture propagation is lacking. Induced stress caused by open cracks is the key factor that affects fracture growth and the formation of a fracture network. The coupling of in-situ stress and induced stress also causes difficulties. Hence, developing a precise fracturing model is crucial to optimize technical parameters and enhance stimulation effects in shale gas reservoir exploration.

The spatial distribution and propagation mechanism of hydraulic fractures was analyzed in this paper by employing a core test in a laboratory and conducting theoretical analysis. The initiation patterns with different features of rock mechanics were discussed from the meso-mechanic perspective. Based on elastic constitutive theory, the principle of superimposed stress was applied in developing the circumferential stress analytical model.

2. State of the art

Hydraulic fracturing technology is based on linear elastic fracture mechanics in classical theory. Artificial fracture is hypothesized to be an open mode and shaped as a symmetrical bi-wing plane fissure. Fracture toughness equation is a criterion for fracture extension [4]. However, micro-seismic monitoring results determined that hydraulic fractures (HF) develop like a complex fracture network in a plane and lengthwise but not in a symmetrical shape [5]. Shearing slippage damage of nature fractures (NF) tend to occur when NF interacts with HF. Differential principle stress, approaching angle, and operation pressure were the main factors that cause this damage [6]. Renshaw and Pollard [7] observed that fluids penetrate towards the fracture surface initially and propagate along the maximum horizontal stress direction when the influence of discontinuities space on HF propagation was studied. And the criterion when HF orthogonally crosses NF was also provided. Gu and Weng [8] expanded the R-P criterion and included the non-orthogonal condition. By embedding planar glass discontinuities into a cast hydrostone block as proxies for cemented natural fractures, Olson proposed that HF–NF interaction occurs in three forms: 1) HF bypassing the NF by propagating around it, 2) HF arresting into the natural fracture and then diverting along it, and 3) a combination of bypass and diversion [9], [15]. Renard
analyzed the morphology of HF propagation in a 3-D space with X-ray computed synchrotron microtomography. The results demonstrated that both hard structure (such as granules) and weak structure (such as pores and particulates) affect the HF extension pathway [10]. Xu [11], [12], [13] and Meyer and Bazan [14] developed a new mathematical model to characterize and predict the growth of induced hydraulic fracture networks in naturally fractured formations. This model consists of two perpendicular sets of vertical planar fractures that mechanically interact and considers the presence of injected fluid. Mathematical models and laboratory experiments were popular methods in analyzing fracture growth, but both approaches were studied separately and studies on the effect of the constitutive properties of rocks were lacking. Thus, this paper combines laboratory testing with numerical simulation to develop a fracturing model that can be widely used.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3 presents how cracks occur in shale reservoirs and establishes the prediction model of fracture pressure under the effect of multiple fractures by induced stress field. Section 4 analyzes the significance of the technical parameters of the model and discusses the stress distribution around fractures through numerical simulation. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

3. Methodology

The mechanical property of shale is quite different from that of conventional reservoirs because of its special bedding and the development degree of NF. The anisotropy mechanical properties and failure damage characteristics of the Long Ma Xi Shale Formation in X block were studied through laboratory experiments. The experiments showed that the mechanical parameters and fracture failure characteristics of shale changed significantly and exhibited strong anisotropy because of the different geological properties of various reservoir sections. The results of the mechanical testing analysis of the core in various zones in the X-1 well of Block X were selected to comparatively examine the mechanical properties of the different layers of the shale reservoir.

3.1 Uniaxial compression test of rock mechanics

TAW — 2000 computer-controlled servo triaxial testing machine was used in this test (Figure 1) to test normal and high temperature and pressure, statics, dynamics, and uniaxial and triaxial compression. Uniaxial compressive strength, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio can be determined by employing uniaxial compression test. The initiation mode can also be determined through fracture morphology. The samples of No.1 sublayer indicate that the mean value of uniaxial compressive strength is 239.9 MPa, the elastic modulus is 30.2 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.20. These results indicate brittle characteristics with relatively high compressive strength, relatively high elastic modulus, and relatively low Poisson's ratio. The initiation mode of the samples is tensile failure along the dense lamellation plane accompanied by shear slippage damage (Figs. 2 & 3).

The samples of No.2 sublayer indicate high elastic modulus and low Poisson's ratio. The mean value of uniaxial compressive strength is 247.5 MPa, the elastic modulus is 27.9 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.22. These results denote hard and brittle characteristics with relatively high compressive strength, relatively high elastic modulus, and relatively low Poisson's ratio. The initiation mode of the samples is tensile failure along the dense lamellation plane accompanied by shear slippage damage (Figs. 4 & 5).
The samples of No.3 sublayer show moderate elastic modulus and moderate Poisson's ratio. The mean value of uniaxial compressive strength is 190.9 MPa, the elastic modulus is 24.8 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.21. The results indicate moderate compressive strength, moderate elastic modulus, and relatively low Poisson's ratio. The initiation mode of the samples is shear damage along dense lamellation plane accompanied by open mode (Figs. 6 & 7).

The samples of No.4 sublayer indicate moderate elastic modulus and relatively low Poisson's ratio. The mean value of uniaxial compressive strength is 219.5 MPa, the elastic modulus is 25 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.23. The results denote moderate compressive strength, moderate elastic modulus, and relatively low Poisson's ratio. The initiation mode of the samples is shear damage along dense lamellation plane accompanied by open mode (Figs. 8 & 9).

The samples of No.5 sublayer show relatively low elastic modulus and relatively high Poisson's ratio. The mean value of uniaxial compressive strength is 206.2 MPa, the elastic
modulus is 24.4 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.24. The results indicate relatively low compressive strength, relatively low elastic modulus, and relatively high Poisson's ratio. The initiation mode of the samples shows a single shear rupture plane (Figs. 10 & 11).

3.2 The determination of hydraulic fracture initiating criterion
The experimental results in Section 3.1 indicate that the fracturing mode of shale is associated with the constitutive characteristics of the rock, and different elastic modulus and Poisson ratios exhibit varying fracturing patterns. Two main initiation patterns were observed: 1) tensile failure (dominated)–shear failure; 2) shear failure (dominated)–tensile failure.

3.2.1 Tension failure criterion occurring within the rock itself of hydraulic fracture
Fracture pressure is closely related to crustal stress. The circumferential stress that the rock is subjected to exceeds the rock’s strength of extension because of the overlarge density of the liquid in the well, that is:

$$\sigma_p = -S_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In the formula, $\sigma_p$ is circumferential stress, MPa, and $S_t$ is the rock’s tensile strength, MPa.

3.2.2 Shear failure criterion of hydraulic fracture along the natural fracture
Suppose that NF exists in the primary development zone, its development and approaching angle remain constant. Weak surface mode can be used to study the shear failure of HF along with NF. For naturally fractured formation, weak plane cohesion is zero. Thus, the fracture criterion [16] of HF along with NF is:

$$\sigma_1 - \sigma_3 = \frac{2\mu_w \sigma_s}{[1 - \mu_w \cos \beta_2] \sin 2\beta_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the formula, $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_3$ represent the maximum and minimum principal stress, MPa, $\mu_w$ denotes the internal friction coefficient of plane of weakness, and $\beta_2$ is the angle between normal of weakness plane and $\sigma_1$.

3.3 Fracture pressure prediction model under multiple fractures induced stress
With the constant improvement of stimulation technology in the horizontal well, the scale number and stage quantity in multi-staged fracturing increased. The interference effect among multiple fractures changed the stress field of the original wall rock [17],[18]. Thus, examining the mechanism of induced stress, establishing an induced stress field mathematical model, and analyzing the influencing factors are crucial in investigating the fracture initiation regularity of shale reservoirs in a horizontal well. By considering the effect of multi-fracture induced stress on the pressure system and based on the pressure balance,

$$P_e = P_v - P_{pipe} - \Delta P_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$P_{net} = P_e - P_c$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the formula, $P_v$ is bottom hole flowing pressure, MPa, $P_e$ is fracture propagation pressure, MPa, $P_{pipe}$ is pipeline friction pressure, MPa, $\Delta P_i$ is perforation friction pressure, MPa, $P_c$ is closure pressure, MPa, $\sigma_1$ is induced stress, MPa, and $P_{net}$ is net pressure in fracture, MPa.

3.4 Fracture pressure prediction model under multiple-fracture induced stress

$$\Delta \sigma_1 = |p \left( \cos \left( \theta - \frac{\theta_0 + \theta_1}{2} \right) + \frac{c_0}{\sqrt{r_0}} \sin \theta \sin \left( \frac{3}{2} \left( \theta_1 + \theta_2 \right) \right) \right)|$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Figure 12 shows that the induced stress field model can be simplified into a plane strain model [19]. According to linear elasticity mechanics, when fracture is open, the induced stress at an arbitrary point [4], [20] is:
\[
\Delta \sigma_r = \rho \left[ \frac{r}{2d} \cos \left( \theta - \frac{\theta_0 + \varphi}{2} \right) - \frac{c^2}{4 \rho d} \sin \theta \sin \left( \frac{3}{2} (\theta + \varphi) \right) \right] \]  

(6)

Based on the generalized Hooke's law, the induced stress on y-axis is:

\[
\Delta \sigma_y = \nu (\Delta \sigma_r + \Delta \sigma_z) \]  

(7)

The mathematical relationships of the remaining parameters can be described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    r &= \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \\
    r_1 &= \sqrt{x^2 + (z + c)^2} \\
    r_2 &= \sqrt{x^2 + (z - c)^2} \end{align*} \]  

(8)

\[
\begin{align*}
    \theta &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x}{z} \right) \\
    \theta_1 &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x}{z + c} \right) \\
    \theta_2 &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x}{z - c} \right) \end{align*} \]  

(9)

In the formula, P is the net pressure over the fracture surface, MPa, and c is semi-fracture height, m. For n cracks, the induced stress produced by each cracks disturbs the original stress field, and the induced stress loading on the minimum horizontal stress direction at the stress superposition area is

\[
\Delta \sigma_{fr} = \Delta \sigma_{r1} + \Delta \sigma_{r2} + \cdots + \Delta \sigma_{rn} \]  

(10)

By integrating Formula (10) in Formula (4), the pressure should increase for a multi-fracture stress field if each fracture must be stimulated with the same scale. Induced stress correction factor (ISCF) must be introduced.

\[
P_{fr} = \rho \sigma \left( 1 + \phi \right) \]  

(11)

Formula (5) shows that induced stress is the function of c, r, and \( \theta \). In the actual fracturing process, the influence on principal stress that is generated by induced stress of various fractures should be considered. Thus, induced stress is the function of fracture height and fracture interval. By defining h/d as a dimensionless fracture space, the mathematical description of the ISCF obtained by regression is:

\[
\phi = 1 - \left( \frac{h}{2d} \right)^{2/3} \]  

(12)

In the formula, h is fracture height, m, and d is fracture interval, m. At the end, the fracture pressure with different fracturing initiating modes can be obtained by combining Formulas (1), (2), (3), (4), and (11).

4. Results and discussions

During the fracture growth process in shale gas reservoirs, stress distribution, stratum mechanical properties, properties of fracturing fluid loss, and pumping mechanisms are the main elements of fracture initiation and geometry. Therefore, determining the stress state of wall rock is crucial when the initiation and propagation law of a hydraulic fracture is analyzed.

4.1 Relationship between induced stress and fracture geometry parameters and laying patterns

Section III discussed that induced stress can be simplified into a function of fracture height and fracture interval. Combined with the data on the field, the relationship of induced stress loading in the minimum principal stress directions and fracture height and fracture space were obtained. Figure 13 shows that when fracture interval is constant, induced stress will increase with fracture height because the stimulated volume in lengthways elevates. Two issues should be considered for shale gas reservoirs: a) The volume of the fracture positively influences induced stress. Thus, the relationship between operation scale and induced stress should be considered in optimizing fracturing design; b) the extension in other fractures will be hindered if fracture height was uncontrolled at one crack in the fracturing treatment.

When fracture geometry is constant, induced stress decreases as fracture interval increases (Fig. 14). Fracture interval is an effective way to adjust the interference among fractures. Hence, when increasing the complexity of the fracture through fracture interaction is necessary, fracture interval must be reduced. When decreasing the complexity of the fracture is needed through fracture interaction, the fracture interval must be enlarged. When several fracture initiations occur simultaneously, the fractures will interfere with each other, which influence fracture propagation in next stage. The growth situation of two to five fractures were simulated, and the changes of induced stress can be characterized by IDCF. Figure 15 shows that the fractures interfere with each other during their propagation process. Interference is more evident if more fractures exist. With the interference of the fractures, the variation coefficient of horizontal principal stress reduces, which facilitates the formation of a complex fracture network. Thus, laying patterns are crucial in fracturing design.

![Fig.13. Relationship between induced stress and fracture height in the minimum principal stress direction](image-url)
4.2 Relationship between induced stress and dimensionless fracture space

The mathematical description of ISCF was presented in Section III, and the key point is to simplify original mathematical model through dimensionless fracture space. This paper analyzes the relationship between the dimensionless fracture space and the induced stress, as shown in Fig. 16. a) With the increase of the dimensionless fracture space, the induced stress in minimum principal stress direction will increase. (2) The curve is S-shaped. When the dimensionless fracture space is small or large, the increment of the induced stress is relatively steady. In the area of 1<h/d <2, the increasing induced stress improves. Thus, this area is the “golden window” for the complex fracture network. Hence, [1, 2] can be the reference of the ratio of half fracture height and fracture interval in fracturing design. A complex fracture can be efficiently formed through the stress interference.

4.3 Numerical simulation of circumferential induced stress field

The influence of fracture extension pressure under multifractures induced stress was discussed in Section 3.3. The results of circumferential induced stress of single and numerous fractures, as shown in Figure 15, were obtained according to the deduced numerical equation of induced stress. The blue line represents the induced stress increment when a single fracture initiates, the red line denotes the induced stress increment when numerous fractures initiate,
and the x axis is the direction of the maximum principal stress. The simulation results show that a) for an open single fracture, the circumferential induced stress exhibits very good symmetry. However, for open multiple fractures, induced stress increment varies at different azimuth angles because of stress interference. b) Maximum induced stress exists at the horizontal principle stress direction, whereas minimum induced stress occurs at 30° and 150° with the minimum horizontal stress direction. Most of drilling direction of the horizontal wells are along the minimum horizontal principle stress. Conventional fracturing technology could benefit from this process because forming a main fracture is easily carried out. However, this process could limit shale gas fracturing because high power is required to ensure fracture propagation. Shale gas fracturing necessitates high stimulated reservoir volume and not long fracture length. Thus, the interference among fractures is not fully utilized. 30° oblique cross minimum horizontal principle stress effectively creates a complex fracture.

Fig.17. Numerical simulation of the induced stress field

5. Conclusion
To address the substantial variation of structure, lithology, and reservoir properties among different blocks, the mechanism of complex fracture propagation was studied in theory. This paper initially analyzed reservoir geology and the mechanical characteristics of rocks based on core uniaxial testing and described the different initiating modes in shale reservoirs. The influence on rock initiation caused by its mechanical parameters was examined. Fracture pressure model under multi-fractures induced stress and different initiation approaches was developed based on elastic constitutive theory, combined with linear elastic fracture mechanics and using the principle of superimposed stresses. The following conclusions were drawn:

1) The main rupture mechanics of a shale reservoir was described in three modes: a) tensile failure with shale bedding planes accompanied by shear failure, b) shear failure with shale bedding planes accompanied by tensile failure, and c) shear failure. These three modes determine the fracture initiation criterion and fracture pressure prediction model.

2) ISCF was presented and deduced to simplify equation of the surrounding rock stress field. The geometry of the fracture and laying patterns directly affect the complexity degree of HF. The simulation results indicate that fracture geometry parameters are positively correlated with induced stress, whereas these parameters are negatively correlated with fracture interval and numbers. In the optimization of fracturing design, the ratio of the half fracture height or fracture interval that belongs to [1, 2] area can be used as reference.

3) Maximum induced stress occurs at the horizontal principle stress direction, whereas minimum induced stress occurs at 30° and 150° with minimum horizontal stress 30° oblique cross between directions. The drilling direction of the horizontal section and minimum horizontal principle stress is proposed.

This study combined laboratory experiments and theoretical studies and presented new findings on the initiation law of complex fractures. The fracture pressure model was simplified and adapted to actual conditions. All the findings demonstrate the importance of the subsequent development of shale reservoirs. However, actual data on the on-site monitoring of fractures are limited. In future studies, combining monitoring data and this model will provide accurate results on the initiation law of complex fractures.
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